Abstract: TV users have an abundance of different movies they could choose from, and with the quantity and quality of data available both on user behavior and content, better recommenders are possible. In this paper, we evaluate and combine different content-based and collaborative recommendation methods for a Turkish movie recommendation system. Our recommendation methods can make use of user behavior, different types of content features, and other users' behavior to predict movie ratings. We gather different types of data on movies, such as the description, actors, directors, year, and genre. We use natural language processing methods to convert the Turkish movie descriptions into keyword vectors. Then, for each user, we use the content features and the user's past implicit ratings to produce content feature-based user profiles. In order to have more reliable profiles, we do feature selection on these profiles. We show that for each feature space, such as actor, director, or keyword, a different amount of feature selection may be optimal.
Introduction
Over the last couple of decades, digital TV broadcasting content available for users has increased in many fields, while users' time has not. Finding and watching content that a user likes by zapping through the channels or the TV guide has become an impossible task. Therefore, selection of suitable content for each user has become an important problem [1, 2] . Recommender systems have emerged as a solution to this problem.
There are many taxonomies of recommendation systems. If explicit ratings (e.g., like/dislike, a discrete rating) are available, then a recommendation system may use these ratings. On the other hand, for many systems, users do not want to provide such explicit feedback, and therefore implicit ratings need to be produced based on the user's past behavior. Another taxonomy of recommendation systems is based on whether the content of each movie or the viewing behavior of other users is taken into account. Usually, collaborative filtering methods ask users to give explicit ratings about the contents they watched previously, so that the ratings are obtained explicitly by the system [3, 4] . If ratings are not available, then they may need to be generated implicitly, based on user behavior. Sparsity of the user-item matrix is a major problem in collaborative filtering [5] . There are usually a large number movies in the system and each user gives ratings to a small number of movies. Since the number of commonly rated movies by two users is generally zero, it becomes very difficult to find users who are nearby. Moreover, if a movie is not rated by any users at all, it cannot be recommended (cold-start problem) [5] . On the other hand, content-based recommenders use movie information and users' behavior that is usually summarized in user profiles. The Music Genome Project is an example of a content-based music recommendation system [6] . In a content-based method, each user is uniquely characterized and the user's interest is not matched with some other user as in the collaborative methods [7] . The ability to show content features that cause an item to be recommended also gives users confidence about the recommendation system and insight into their own preferences [7] . Recommender systems have been evaluated based on the accuracy of the recommendations predicted; however, some studies [8, 9] emphasized that user experience should be a part of this evaluation. We think that explaining recommendations based on the content features makes the recommender more transparent to the user. In addition to collaborative and content-based recommendation methods, there are many different hybrid recommendation methods [10] .
Different solutions based on explicit or implicit ratings or collaborative, content-based or hybrid methods have been proposed for the TV recommendation problem [1, 11, 12] . The TV movie recommendation task to a user on a certain day has the following challenges, which may not be the case for most of the other recommendation tasks. First of all, explicit ratings are not available and implicit ratings need to be computed based on the users' past behaviors. Another issue is the fact that TV movies need to be recommended to a whole family as opposed to an individual, and therefore the implicit ratings reflect the likes/dislikes of not an individual but a number of them. There is also a dynamic set of movies available each day and therefore the recommender needs to be able to work on a different set of items every day. Finally, since the recommendation is usually shown on a TV screen and is for a single day, there needs to be a short list of up to 3 or 4 recommendations and therefore recommenders need to be evaluated for their performance regarding that small list.
Contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
• Ours is the first work on Turkish movie recommendation that compares different types of content (such as keywords, actors, directors, genre, year)-based recommendation and collaborative filtering.
• Our recommendation method does not rely on explicit ratings, which are hard to get; instead it uses implicit ratings computed based on user behavior.
• We evaluate different recommendation combination methods, namely hybrid, sum, and best combiner. These combination methods not only combine collaborative and content-based recommenders, but also different content-based recommenders.
• We provide a fast filter-type feature selection method that is used on content features. We show that feature selection may need to be used in different degrees for each feature space.
• We present experimental results on a dataset consisting of hundreds of users and movies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work in the movie recommendation literature. In Section 3, we describe how implicit ratings and features are produced and how feature selection is performed. In Section 4, content-based, collaborative, and hybrid recommendation methods used are described. Evaluation methods are given in Section 5. Section 6 presents and discusses the experimental results. We conclude the paper with Section 7.
Related work
With the increase in the amount of items that users can buy/watch and the ability to keep the history of users' consumed items, recommendation systems have become very necessary. A recommendation method for a Japanese video service provider was proposed in [13] . It used the actor and keyword information of the users' watched films and also considered the time of the day the users watch TV. It used the ratio of the number of times a user watched a movie with a certain feature (such as actor, keyword) to the number of times the feature was observed in all the movies. This ratio is calculated for all actor and keyword features. Then, for each movie, the sum of the movie's ratio features is calculated. Recall, precision, and F-measure are used as evaluation measures. Different from our evaluation method, it measured performance by getting feedback from the user right after making a recommendation. An approach to support context-aware recommendation for personalized digital TV was proposed in [1] . In this work, the authors used a contextual user profile, which consists of the user's personal data profile, user contextual information, and the genre of the TV program. This information was obtained from the users by asking them directly.
The distinction of our system is that we do not ask any questions to the users to get their demographic information or preferences. As each user may correspond to a number of people in our system and the information provided may not always be reliable, we do not use the demographic information of users at all. The FIT system recommends TV programs to family members [11] . In that study, Goren-Bar and Glinansky constructed a user profile by asking each household about their program genre preferences. The user profile also contained the times of the day they watch television. In the recommendation phase, first the FIT system guesses which household turns on the television by using the time of the day information. If the guess is wrong, then the system may make the wrong recommendations for the household. The TiVo television recommendation system uses an item-item form of collaborative filtering [2] . The process starts by a user giving a rating to a movie. There are two types of ratings: explicit and implicit. For explicit feedback, the user presses the remote control button according to how much s/he loves the movie.
We use content feature-based user profiles that are related to the content-based profiles described in [14] . In that study, the authors used WordNet to find synonyms and, instead of bag of words, they used a bag of synsets to represent user profiles. They used slots of keywords where they keep movies' titles, casts, directors, and a summary and keywords. Our work is in Turkish and can be extended using Balkanet [15, 16] data, which includes a set of synonyms for Turkish, but is not as extended as Wordnet. Our work differs from [14] in a number of ways. In our study, we do not have explicit ratings obtained from the users. We need to compute the implicit ratings based on the user behavior. We include these implicit user ratings in content feature-based user profiles, we do feature selection in each profile for each user separately, and we also combine different content-based ratings and collaborative ratings.
A TV recommender system for multiple viewers called TV4M was introduced in [12] , where Yu et al. demonstrated their system with 25 users and 200 movies. Each user has a separate user profile. They represent each term in the user profiles based on explicit user feedback or using relevance feedback. They do feature selection on each user profile based on whether the feature contains dominating negative or positive feedback. Then they merge the user profiles to produce the group profile. In our work, we do not have the explicit ratings of the individual users and have to work with the implicit ratings for the whole household. We incorporate these continuous-valued implicit ratings and different types of content features, such as movie actor, director, keyword, genre, and year, in the user profiles. We do feature selection for each content feature type separately. We merge the ratings produced by each different content feature type and also collaborative ratings. Another related work is [17] . In that paper, the authors used a sequential forward feature selection algorithm on movie features. In our work we use a fast filter type [18] of feature selection algorithm and also use the keyword features in addition to the other features. We do feature selection on each feature set separately and we also combine different collaborative and content-based ratings.
In another related study [19] , we used implicit ratings and used actor, director, genre, and keyword features for movie recommendation. We also combined different predicted ratings using sum and weighted sum methods. In this study, we use feature selection on different feature sets and we also use a new recommender combination method.
Methodology

Implicit rating computation
If explicit ratings (e.g., like/dislike, a discrete rating) are available, then a recommendation system may use these ratings. On the other hand, for many systems, users do not want to provide such explicit feedback, and therefore implicit ratings need to be produced based on the user's past behavior. Most recommendation systems rely on explicit user feedback [3, 4] . If ratings are not available, then they may need to be generated implicitly based on user behavior. It should be emphasized that using direct ratings or calculated implicit ratings may produce different results.
In our system, users do not rate movies explicitly, so we calculate implicit ratings by using the viewing durations. Assume that user u watches the movie i for t(u, i) minutes during the training period and t i is the total duration of the movie i . We define the normalized viewing duration (the implicit rating) of user u for movie i as:
This formulation is similar to that of [20] . The difference in our formulation is that it can be greater than 1 if a user has watched a content more than once. Furthermore, we work with continuous ratings; we do not use a threshold to determine relevant items. As seen in Figure 1 , values are between 0 and 7.2. Most contents are watched once, but there are also contents that are watched more than once. Users who started watching a content and then left it from the peak are r (u, i) = 0 and a large portion of users finish the whole content (the peak at 1) instead of leaving it in the middle. 
Content features
The movie actor, director, and genre features were used directly.
The release year information was discretized into six different values as before 1980, 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, 2010-2011 , and 2012.
The movie synopsis documents were used to get the keywords of a movie. First of all, the synopsis documents were processed using the Zemberek software [21] . Zemberek is an open-source, platform-independent natural language processing software for Turkish and other Turkic languages. In the Turkish language, new words are formed by concatenating suffixes on top of the root. Zemberek finds the root(s) that can be the actual root of an observed word. Zemberek cannot process non-Turkish words, such as Bahamas, New York, etc. Instead, these words can be used just the way they are for content feature representation. After we obtain the roots of the words in the summary document, we need to use them to represent a movie. In order to extract the keyword features for movies, similar to [14] , we use the tf-idf weights [22] . The tf-idf weight keyword (term) j in movie i is computed as:
In this equation, term frequency, tf (j, i) is the number of times keyword j occurs in movie i , and inverse document frequency is log(N/n j ) where N is the total number of movies considered and n j is the number of movies that have the keyword j .
In Table 1 , we give example content features for two different movies. 
Content feature-based user profiles
The aim of the movie recommendation system is to find the contents that the user may actually want to watch. We use the features of the movies the user viewed in the past and the implicit ratings of the users for these movies in order to compute a weight for each user and feature. We use the feature set types of actor, director, keyword, genre, and release year. Training contents have 5074 actors, 2159 directors, 5223 keywords, and 36 genres and have been categorized according to 6 release year values. The weight of each feature is assigned according to the implicit ratings of the user for all training data contents including that feature. The actor feature set may contain features like Brad Pitt, Harrison Ford, or Engin Günaydın; the genre feature set may contain drama, action, and comedy; the director feature set may contain Woody Allen, James Cameron, etc. In order to determine the weight of each feature for user u, we use the rating data of the training period.
Let user u watch movies i 0 , ..., i 8 , which have features j 0 , ..., j 4 . In Table 2 , we show the features for the feature set k for user u. Note that j 0 , ..., j 4 contain the features that are related to the movies all users watched within the training period. The rating column shows the rating of user u for movies i 0 , ..., i 8 . 
The weight of feature j in feature set k for user u is calculated as:
In Eq. (3), I
train u is the set of the movies watched by user u within the training period. k represents the type of the feature set, k ∈ {actor, director, keyword, genre, release year}. r(u, i) ∈ R is the implicit rating of user u for movie i and x k,u (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} is the j th feature of movie i . If movie i has feature j , then x k,u (i, j)
will be 1 and the user rating for movie i will contribute to the sum. Table 2 shows an example of content feature-based user profile computation.
In Figure 2 , we show the keyword, actor, director, and genre content feature-based profiles for three different users. Each user may have watched a different number of movies within the training period; therefore, the user profiles contain different numbers of elements. The number of features in the profile reduces as the feature types change from keyword, to actor, to director, and then genre. It is also possible to deduce some information about the user's preference type based on the profiles. For example, among these three users, user 3 prefers some specific actors and directors, whereas user 2 prefers a more widespread range of actors and directors. In fact, we looked closer and found out that user 3 prefers Turkish classical movie actors, such as Türkan Şoray, Ediz Hun, and Zeki Alasya.
Feature selection
Feature selection methods [18] have long been used in machine learning to find the most relevant features for classification [23, 24] or to get rid of noisy or redundant features. When redundant or noisy features are cleaned, simpler models, which can generalize better, can be trained and tested in shorter time. For the TV recommendation problem that we consider, we cannot use positive or negative ratings of all movies; instead, we can only use the implicit ratings of the movies the users have watched. Therefore, it is not feasible to use a correlation measure, such as mutual information [25] as in [23] , to measure the relevance of each feature.
In order to compute the relevance or redundancy of movie features, we need to consider each user separately, because while a feature may be important for one user, it may not be important for the others. In the content feature-based user profile entry (Eq. (3)), w k (u, j) is proportional to how many movies containing the feature j user u has watched and how much (through the implicit rating) s/he liked them. Therefore, as a measure of relevance of feature j for user u, we use the content feature based user profile entry:
In most classification problems, if two features are correlated, since both features are available, one can be omitted. We could define correlation between two features j and j ′ as how close their w k (u, j) and
values are. However, for content-based recommender systems, if a movie contains even only some of the relevant keywords, those keywords should be kept in the user profile. Therefore, in order to select the features for movie recommendation, we do not get rid of the redundant features but we do disregard the irrelevant ones. Similar to [23, 24] , which ordered features according to their relevance values, we order features and select only features that have the highest w k (u, j) values. In the experiments, we experiment with using only the topmost p percent of the features and find out that using feature selection can improve the performance of the recommender. In order to select the best ratio of the features, we use the average test performance over all users.
Recommendation methods 4.1. Content-based recommendation
After calculating the weights of each feature for each user, we use them to predict the recommendation ratings of the contents. We calculate the rating for each feature set separately using the weights obtained with the use of the training data. We use the following method to generate ratings:
In this equation, r k (u, i) represents the rating that user u gives movie i according to the feature set k . F k,j are the features under feature set k that are related to movie i .
Collaborative recommendation
The basic idea behind collaborative filtering is that when we need to predict the rating for a certain user and a certain movie, even if the user has not seen the movie, we can check to see if other people with whom the user had similar ratings on past movies (i.e. the user's neighbors) liked that movie or not and we can base the predictions on those neighbors' opinions.
We formalize this basic idea as follows: Consider that we need to predict the rating of user u for movie i . Let D i be the set of users who have watched the movie i within the training period. If D i = ∅ , then we can not produce a collaborative rating. Let D i,u ⊆ D i be the set of users who have also watched at least one common movie with u within the training period. Then we compute the collaborative rating of user u for movie i as:
In this equation, c(u, v) ≥ 1 is the number of movies that both user u and user v have watched within the training period. r (v, i) is the implicit rating of user v for movie i . C is a normalization constant, defined as:
Note that, in an earlier study [26] , we used matrix factorization methods for collaborative filtering on this dataset. However, due to a large number of parameters that must be set properly, slow running time, and comparable accuracy, we preferred to use this simple neighborhood-based collaborative method.
Hybrid recommendation
Ratings produced by different recommendation methods can be combined with the use of different methods. In order to put the ratings obtained from different methods within the same range, we first do a min-max normalization. This normalization method normalizes the predicted ratings to [0:1] range.
In this equation, r s (u, i) ⊆ {r 1 (u, i) , . . . , r k (u, i) , r K (u, i) , r c (u, i)} , i.e. r s (u, i) could be a content-based or collaborative rating, mR u,s indicates the minimum predicted rating of user u calculated according to recommender s in the training set, and M R u,s indicates the maximum predicted rating of user u calculated according to recommender s in the training set.
Ratings can be brought together using a number of different methods. We present three of them here:
-Content and collaborative hybrid combiner: This combination method just takes a linear combination of ratings produced by the content-based method and the collaborative method.
-Sum combiner: This method produces a combined rating summing normalized ratings
.e. we use the normalized content ratings of actor, genre, director, keyword, release year, or collaborative rating or normalized content and collaborative hybrid ratings in the sum.
-Best combiner: This method evaluates the recommendation methods based on their performance during testing for each user separately. Given a testing day t, we can compute the performance θ s (t ′ , u) (see Section 5) of a recommendation method s for user u for a previous testing day t ′ < t . We choose the best recommender according to the cumulative performance from the beginning of testing to the day before the current testing day:
where t ′ = T train + 1 . . . t − 1 denotes the days between the beginning of testing and the day right before day t . This combination method allows different users to have different recommenders for each day.
Recommendation methods that adapt with time were studied in [27] . In that study, collaborative filtering was treated as a time-dependent and iterative prediction problem. On a Netflix dataset, the current system performance was used to select future neighborhood size, which was used to select and update other parameters. These parameters were tuned for each user and each time period.
In Figure 3 , we show a flowchart of all the recommendation methods used in our paper.
Evaluation
Recommender evaluation methodology
We separate all the available data into training and test sets. The training set consists of data on days t = 1 . . . T train and the test set consists of the data on days T train + 1 . . . T test . We use the training set to produce the implicit ratings (Eq. (5)) and content features for each feature set type and to compute the content feature-based user profiles (Eq. (3)). We use the test set to evaluate each recommender.
Since movies need to be recommended to the TV users on a daily basis, we evaluate each recommender for each day of the testing period and take an average over the test days to compute the performance of the recommender for a particular user in the test set. We then take an average over all users in the test set to compute the overall performance of the recommender.
Recommender evaluation metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of our recommendation methods, we use the traditional methods of evaluation, namely precision, recall, and F-measure metrics. First of all, we compute the predicted ratings r N s (u, i) of the movies on a particular test day in the test set for user u. We sort the predicted ratings in decreasing order. We evaluate the hitCount, the number of movies watched by the user, on topn (n = 3) of these ordered movies and then we compute the precision, recall, and F-measure metrics.
Precision is the measure of the how many movies the system hits in the topn movies:
Recall is the ratio of the number of hits out of n recommendations and the size of the number of movies that user u watched in the test set:
For example, if the recommendation system hits 5 movies that have been watched out of the 10 recommended movies, the precision value will be 0.5. If the user watched 30 movies in the test set, then the recall value will be 0.16. The F-measure (also called F1-measure) combines both precision and recall as follows:
In our experiments, since we recommend movies to a user for each day, we recommend a list of n = 3 movies and measure performance based on this list.
In addition to these metrics, we use another performance measure for a TV recommender. This measure, which we call the "EmptyRatio", is a measure of how many times a recommender failed to generate a recommendation for the test period. We think this is an important measure because of the data sparsity in TV movie recommendation. There may be movies for which there is no related feature in the user profile or neighbor users' profiles. We would like a recommender to be able to recommend something, instead of not being able to produce anything at all.
We
Experimental results
In this section we provide the experimental results using different types of content feature-based user profiles for recommendation. We also evaluate the performance of feature selection on keyword, director, and actor feature types and recommender combination methods.
In our experiments, we used a dataset consisting of viewing durations of 425 users for 982 movies during a 13-month time interval. Data collected in first 12 months were used for the training phase and the last 1 month for the test phase. To construct the feature set we categorized the movies according to their metadata, namely actors, director, keywords, genre, and release year. To be more specific, the training contents that we have used in our experiments include 5074 actors, 2159 directors, 5223 keywords, and 36 genres and have been categorized according to 6 release year intervals.
Content-based recommendation results
First of all, we evaluated different content-based recommenders for each feature type, namely actor, director, keyword, genre, and year. We also evaluated the neighborhood-based collaborative method (Section 4.2.). In Table 3 , we show the precision, recall and F-measure values for these methods. According to these results, content recommenders based on only actor, director, and keyword features outperform the collaborative method. The recommender based on only actor features gives the best results. Genre-and year-based recommenders perform significantly worse than the other methods (the error bars for the performances in Table 3 are around 0.005). Table 3 also shows that recommenders that perform better according to precision also perform better according to recall and F-measure. Therefore, in the next section, we only report the precision values as performance measures. 
Feature selection results
According to content-based recommendation results (Table 3) , actor, director, and keyword feature-based recommenders performed the best. Therefore, we evaluated feature selection performance on these three types of features. According to the precision values shown in Table 4 , feature selection results depend on the type of the feature set being considered. Feature selection helps a lot when noisy features that affect the performance negatively are removed. Although feature selection does not improve the recommendation accuracy significantly, it is still helpful since it is possible to have the same performance with a reduced set of features, thus saving time and money. We were able to achieve the same performance with a smaller feature subset for the keyword (70%) and actor (40%) features. On the other hand, feature selection does not improve the performance for the director feature set. Therefore, all director features need to be considered. The performance values presented in Table 3 are computed over all users for the testing period. On the other hand, different recommenders could behave differently when the training set size is small or large. For example, in [28] , it was found that for collaborative filtering the mean absolute error of recommendations decreased with the increase in the number of rated movies.
In order to determine the recommenders' performance for different training set sizes, we show the average precision values obtained for users who watched a certain number of (1-29, 30-49, 50-99, 100-499, >499) movies within the training period.
According to Figure 4 , there is a general upward trend for collaborative filtering as the number of movies watched within the training period increases. This finding about the collaborative filtering is in agreement with that reported in [28] . On the other hand, we found that different recommenders may be the optimal choice for different training data points. Figure 4 also shows that as long as there are a couple of hundred movies watched by the user, it does not help knowing about more movies watched by the user. This finding holds for our simple rating model, which could underfit the dataset when there are more training data points. Therefore, when a simple rating model is used, it may be a good idea to discard the old data. Comparing the precision for keyword feature subset and the keyword feature subset with 70% selected features, we see that feature selection helps a lot when the user is new and has watched only tens of movies within the training period. When few movies are watched by a user within the training period, using the selected keyword features is even better than the actor features.
Recommender combination results
In Section 4.3, we described content collaborative hybrid, sum, and best methods for combination of different recommenders. In this section, we present the evaluation results of these hybrid recommendation methods. Since we evaluated recommenders for different values of α in Eq. (9) and different subsets of recommenders in the sum and best combination methods, there are many combined recommenders. We only show some of the methods in Table 5 . According to Table 5 , the sum combination of director and feature selected actor and keyword results in the best performance in terms of precision. It also performs very well in terms of the EmptyRatio criterion, i.e. it is able to produce recommendations for a lot more movies compared to the actor-based content recommender. Since the best method could choose a different recommender for each user and each day, we did not compute the EmptyRatio value for it. For the best combiner, we used the precision as the performance measure of the recommenders in the previous days. The hybrid of actor and collaborative filtering resulted in better performance than collaborative filtering only; however, again this method also has the drawback of a larger EmptyRatio.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have devised a method to compute user profiles based on different types of content features (keyword, actor, director, genre, and release year) and implicitly computed movie ratings. We have evaluated a number of content-based recommendation methods using movies' keywords, actors, director, genres, and release year. We obtained the keywords from Turkish movie description documents using natural language processing techniques. We presented a fast filter-type feature selection method for content-based user profiles and presented results of feature selection. We found out that different amounts of feature selection could be needed for different feature types. Finally, we also provided hybrid recommendation methods that take the sum or the best of available recommender outputs among different recommenders. We have shown that the sum combined recommenders are able to give recommendations for more items. For example, even if the user has not ever seen any of the movie actors before, s/he may have seen a movie by the director and may be interested in the movie. The sum combined recommender is able to make use of whatever information is available in the content.
Movie recommendation, among other fields of recommendation, is a flourishing field and there are many possible future work directions, especially at the intersection of recommendation and machine learning. Zuckerman and Albrecht [29] described statistical models such as neural networks and hidden Markov models, which can be used to learn user profiles. In our initial experiments to learn user profiles using linear models with all the available features, we found out that one needs to be extremely careful about overfitting the few number of movies watched by each user. In this study, we did not use statistical learners for user model but just let the implicit ratings and the existence of features determine the user profiles. We think that after careful feature selection, statistical learning can be used successfully.
We think that especially statistical learning methods that can use labels and features of related users and content on networked data [30] need to be considered. The learning methods for recommenders also need to be able to deal with multiple and different feature dimensions (user, item, and contextual information such as time, place [31] , user activities, interests, moods, experiences, and demographic information [32] ).
Another research direction is the evaluation methodologies. As more complex models using statistical learning methods are trained, it will be very important how different methods are evaluated so that the best recommender can be found. Methods that can take the user preferences [8, 9] or nature of the recommendation scenario into account better are needed. For example, instead of precision, rating weighted normalized precision in [33] or serendipity in [34] could be used as performance measures.
There are many feature selection methods with both different feature evaluation and search methods [18] . They can be considered in conjunction with the recommenders' evaluation methods and user and content clustering to get better results. As mentioned in [35] , since users navigate through different social websites (Facebook, YouTube) and different mobile applications, we think that user model interoperability and having user models with as few features as possible will also become very important.
